It is insane you repeating now for the second time that my “email list is stupid” which is something I have been trying to tell you.

The fact that you have evolved from “asinine mailing list” is a necessary step in the right direction.

But you know the real “heart stopper” right now apart from the fact that I am alive, fit and well and really and truly living the greatest life imaginable without a fear in the world while looking forward to taking my last breath even if it is in the very next moment, is knowing you have the thoughts permanently ingrained in your head such as Joe Grundfest’s, “Could I stop you?”

Elliot Morris’ Fault Line is now playing on the CD player here at our excellent natural lighted studio cliff home.

“God only knows of the outcome!.. Open your eyes!”
It has now starting rain in Del Mar, California.

Alright!

Do you believe in the power of prayer?

I assume you picked up when brushing up on your “competing to rule” at Harvard Business School the issues surrounding "full disclosure" which while manmade laws do have their roots in, "search for the truth".

You have heard of Rush Limbaugh who has also heard of Israeli Military Intelligence.

Israeli Military Intelligence know when to stop listening to idiots like Rush Limbaugh because it is too damaging to their intelligence.

So easily distracted are all those who listen repeatedly to people like Rush Limbaugh who is an unelected DAAC government official with access to the public airwaves.

Who pays for the rights of DAAC controlled broadcasters such as KFI 640 AM?

More stimulating for the most senior members of Israeli Military Intelligence is how Rush Limbaugh’s DAAC bosses explain to Mr. Limbaugh how he can avoid talking about such an ingenious Military Intelligence Report that could have only have come out of the minds of the smartest the world has ever known who are not speaking.

What happens if no one but me is talking about this so very easy to understand report that most of all “pokes fun” at US Americans?

What if the State of Israel decides to act before someone like Rush Limbaugh is allowed to express his point of view which would have in the very next instant all his viewers doing just like you?

Ducking for cover also implies that one knows where one should go to avoid the total and irreversible collapse of not just the so bloodied US Dollar but with it the entire US economy, an out-of-control military-industrial-complex responsible for every genocide since the US led 8 Allied nation invasion of China in 1900, a fact of life not covered in Life Magazine’s hardcover book, CENTURY OF CHANGE, 1900-2000.

I understand from a rather reliable source, who battles hard to listen to anything coming out of the mouth of Rush Limbaugh, that in his last nonsense show this babble of babble talkers made mention that there is unlimited amounts of oil and we should stop sending so much money to people in far away lands who waste it away.
The above photo showing DAAC appeaser Roosevelt and Ibn Saud on board a US destroyer right after the Yalta Conference that took place two days following the Soviet Red Army liberating death camp Auschwitz on February 2nd, 1945, should have chills going up on your spines; bearing also in mind that without DeBeers diamond drilling bits it would make drilling backache work.

Limbaugh is the king of half-truths to prove his point.

It is unbelievable the nonsense he speaks.

Again, all his examples are half truth to prove his points.

Rush Limbaugh is clearly not a statistician and yet his ditto head audience see nothing wrong in Limbaugh’s puppeteers allowing him to just pick his statistics.
It is equally disgusting that that this intellectual midget pill-popping entertainer has all the airtime to promote equally deplorable humans such as Al Gore whose trust fund is awash in oil investments.

Both are flakes, so bought.

Limbaugh unashamedly makes mention that when the economy is growing there is more of a spread between the rich and poor but when the economy is “bad” then the rich suffer a lot more than the poor.

What Limbaugh is talking about is what I have been planting ever so patiently and methodically in the increasing perfect vacuum of space between his ears, of how precisely the filthy rich and lazy drug addicts such as himself trickle down the cost of getting richer on to the backs of the poor who are simply misinformed, not stupid.

Limbaugh asks his ditto heads, some 20 million, constituting some meaningless 0.2 % of the world’s population, each and every day what kind of economy do they want,

“An economy where there is less of a spread between the poor and rich?”

Only intelligent people now when to stop listening because it is too damaging.

Back on 9/11/1987 some 14 years prior to 911, I was hanging with a bunch of late show comedians at a club in Marbella, Spain and during the several days prior I would hang out at a very deserted beach where I caught up on my reading as well as my tan, very aware of a most attractive young lady possibly still in her late teens who was windsurfing topless.
In the photo above, you me playing the “Tramp” (Charlie Chaplin) at an Insurance Marketing Services Inc. Convention. Diane Harris, the smallest person in the group can be seen touching the left shoulder of Anne George in charge of all the most attractive writers.
responsible for George Nordhaus, wearing the French beret, and me mostly “playing pong” which is very different to “playing business”.
Ms. Harris was IMS’ one-eyed in-house accountant who I had brought over with me from Alan Austin Company, a retail fashion operation headquartered in Beverly Hills, California and whose proprietor, Alan Rapaport aka Alan Austin, and no relation to Martin Rapaport of the Rapaport Report was good friends with OJ Simpson and was one of OJ’s golfing buddies who you possibly saw on TV one day visiting with OJ when he was being held in jail for the murder of 2 people, one apparently in the wrong place at the wrong time.
To indulge anyone in babble talk let alone the most senior members of Israeli Military Intelligence whose decisions get handed down in “real time” to Special Forces Commanding Officers who in turn have even less to do when giving the “green light” to unit commanders already “in enemy lines” who have neither “deficit needs” which could prevent them from fulfilling their mission, is not simply silly but suicidal.

Not spelling everything out has its advantages as right now you are beginning to once again pay very careful attention to what I have to say about the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel’s diamond studded iron fist control over Hollywood.

Wikipedia talks to;

Chaplin’s political sympathies always lay with the left. His politics seem tame by modern standards, but in the 1940s his views (in conjunction with his influence, fame, and status in the United States as a resident foreigner) were seen by many as communistic. His silent films made prior to the Great Depression typically did not contain overt political themes or messages, apart from the Tramp’s plight in poverty and his run-ins with the law, but his 1930s films were more openly political. *Modern Times* depicts workers and poor people in dismal conditions. The final dramatic speech in *The Great Dictator*, which was critical of following patriotic nationalism without question, and his vocal public support for the opening of a second European front in 1942 to assist the Soviet Union in World War II were controversial. In at least one of those speeches, according to a contemporary account in the *Daily Worker*, he intimated that Communism might sweep the world after World War II and equated it with human progress.

Apart from the controversial 1942 speeches, Chaplin declined to support the war effort as he had done for the First World War which led to public anger, although his two
sons saw service in the Army in Europe. For most of WWII he was fighting serious
criminal and civil charges related to his involvement with actress Joan Berry (see
below). After the war, the critical view towards what he regarded as capitalism in his
1947 black comedy, Monsieur Verdoux led to increased hostility, with the film being
the subject of protests in many US cities. As a result, Chaplin's final American film,
Limelight, was less political and more autobiographical in nature. His following
European-made film, A King in New York (1957), satirized the political persecution
and paranoia that had forced him to leave the US five years earlier. After this film,
Chaplin lost interest in making overt political statements, later saying that comedians
and clowns should be "above politics".

In 1947 my millionaire maternal grandfather, Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash, son of Nechie
Badash, an extraordinarily close confidante of David Ben Gurion, announced “abruptly” that
he, who had fought in World War I, then traveled to Canada where he stuck a pickax in his
big toe when helping build Niagra Falls before illegally entering the United States where he
“set up shop” in lower Manhattan, New York, had his mother return to England from Tel-Aviv
to raise my mother when she was born in 1929.

Allow me to indulge you once again in the tail-end of my highly secretive English “born and
bred” mother’s memoirs titled, “LIFE STORY OF ZENA”

Within a week of her arrival in Durban not knowing what to do with
herself as training models to up very little of time, initially, she took a job
with a lawyer, Rowley Arenstein. His wife Jackie ran a communist
newspaper The Daily Worker and Zena found herself involved in all kinds
of politics as she typed out the different stories and eventually met
Africans, Indians and Whites who were against the Apartheid
Government. Ashwin Choudree introduced her to his Ghandi philosophy
of non-violence and she became friendly with A.N.C. members and Indian
organizations.

She was devastated when sisters had to attend different classes of her
teachings because some could pass for “Whites” whilst others were
labeled “Colored”. This was all during her early years as a mother and
when her children were born (all four before she was 29) she made up
her mind that they must be trained to live outside of the country and
sadly the land of their birth. Albert Luhzuli (his cousin worked for her),
Chief Buthelezi, Alan Paton had a dramatic effect on her. Brought up in
an anglicized rather than religious Jewish home she found comfort
amongst the Zionist families of Durban. Janie and Maurice Gevisser
[parents of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard’s
estate] Mary and Charles Lachman and dozens of other people opened
their homes to her and it was a great learning process.

Eventually, Rabbi Avner Weiss arrived in Durban and taught her kashrut
and the true meaning of Judaism. His lectures to the children of the
community “The Rabbi From Out Of Space” were important lessons for
her. From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times
a year writing reports for different publications. Her paternal
grandmother had been an early resident of Tel Aviv only returning to
England when Zena was born. The Gevissers (she married Bernie
Gevisser when she was 19 after only a few months in Durban) owned land in Haifa harbour and Zichron Yscov and she rapidly felt at home in Israel.

Reporting on the many wars when Israel was attacked she was the first civilian in the captured area of the Sinai and in later years at her own expense twinned Durban with Eilat. In 1978 she left Durban eventually making her home in Netanya [Israel] and England.

Much of her work carried on in various places and although she gave up lecturing she continued with her writings to this day. Her second husband, Alan Zulman wellknown in the clothing industry having started in the early 50’s – with a partner – a company which became South African Clothing Industries – collaborated in an Anthology that published recently entitled “The Winking Cat”. The first story of the title of the book which is about Ancient Energy offers Zena’s philosophy which will overcome all of Life’s problems. “Keep Smiling”.

I take it also that you are an “activist” in the things that matter to you beginning with your financial wellbeing.

At the same time you are pulling out all stops to convince yourself that you have the dialogue stopping argument,

“I never signed up to be an activist, let alone an idiot activist trying to save the world for miserable bastards such as myself and those equally moronic choosing my company.”

Let me before introducing you to Stacy who you can choose to communicate with directly on jdate.com make mention that my parents, Zena and Bernie Gevisser were married on October 10th, 1948. My mother’s birthday is May 30th. Zena Rosland Ash was still 18 when she arrived in South Africa in 1947.

My very accurate writer mother makes mention that “she married Bernie Gevisser when she was 19 after only a few months in Durban.”

The Ashes arrived in Cape Town, South Africa in 1947 where they first stayed for two weeks at the 5 Star Mt. Nelson Hotel, located at the foothills of Table Mountain.

After those 2 weeks there is quite a gap of time and “after only a few months in Durban” when my mother married my father in a rather spectacular wedding that attracted a whole bunch of “movers and shakers” including very close aids of David Ben Gurion and Co. which would explain, at least partially, why when my mother heard that my paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser, “owned “priceless” land in Haifa harbour and “worthless” land in Zichron Yscov she rapidly felt at home in Israel.”

More likely, after my granddad Al Ash secured the “priceless” properties held in Issy and his sister Pessiah Gevisser’s name, following my mother, “From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications” Zena “rapidly felt at home in Israel.”
My one American programmer, Adam Tucker, in perhaps the fastest recorded divorce in
history, papers being signed this Tuesday, all being well, was attracted to her, Stacy that is,
not his soon-to-be X wife necessarily, first because Stacy didn't look like a dog, was above
midget height, stacked but not quite as stacked as Elise from match.com.

Not to mention that Adam first had an issue with me referring to Elise as “stacked” because in
his own words, “To be honest I don’t want to blow it with Elise”.

Of course in addition to letting Adam know that he shouldn’t think the entire world is now, this
very moment, tuned in to his, my and your thoughts and that would of course include possibly
Elise, I also, can you believe it, had to remind Adam that Elise not only very proudly displays
her great body all over the internet but in her profile Elise makes LOUD mention of having
one most awesome toned body.

You would believe me without forcing me to do a “cut and paste” when mistakes can happen
that Jewish American Princess Stacy prides herself on being intellectually honest that allows
her to pursue truthful endeavors such as archeological digs seeking out mellow appearing
characters in exotic places like Belize where she does not make much mention of whether
she got laid after, before or during massage or how often or whether in fact her father who
studied law but is now working in a family flooring business – please try keeping your
thoughts clean – would approve and if not then you would expect that someone such as
Stacy with quite the gift of the gab would remind her father not to get too carried away with
her choice of multiple sex partners given how in all likelihood he as well as her mother
encouraged her to graduate from Cornell University fast distancing itself from Dr. John K.
Pollard Jr. as word gets out about this scientific-mathematical proof my wife and I came up
with in bed the other morning proving it is quite obvious that God has “filled in” for scientists
such as now “loner” Dr. JKP having thrown in the towel.

You would also believe me without forcing me to do a “cut and paste” when mistakes can
happen that Adam Tucker played pretty much the same game until his soon-to-be X wife
hacked into his dialoguing with Stacy to remind Stacy that Adam like most men is only
interested in exercising his penis which Julia was not willing to “support”, not stopping Stacy,
however, from still letting Adam know that he is “cute”, but the date they had planned for last
Saterday night would have to be put off indefinitely which of course didn’t stop Adam from still
trying to get in to Stacy’s pants and thinking that if he were to explain more about what we are
doing at just3ants.com he would have Stacy’s pants dripping.

Instead, I am both sorry as well as happy to let you know that Stacy erupted letting Adam
know that he is a prick, most of all for having her reveal that the profile she placed up on
jdate.com is a fraud when stating clearly the following:

Thanks for sending me the link for the song. It was really thoughtful of you.

Please, you don't need to apologize for Julia. Her actions aren't a reflection
of you. However, I wish that you had been upfront with me about the
divorce not being final.

In regards to the DeBeers thing…I think it's admirable that you have found
a cause you feel passionate about. But what right have you to judge me
for not wanting to participate in your cause. You can think whatever you like about me. But I am not an activist and have never claimed to be one. There are plenty of other women out there that I am sure are on the same page as you or would be more than interested in joining your cause. I wish you luck in finding that.

I am sorry if you think I have wronged you in some way. But I think your anger is misplaced. Please don't contact me anymore.

-Stacy

Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2007 16:12:44 -0700
From: Adam Tucker
To: Stacy
Subject: Elliot Morris

www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO60zxT4z10
This is one of those songs that we were talking about where it is good for the words and its sound.

...if you are moved at all by the words or the video...

Diamonds for Hitler - Sponsored by De Beers

Gold reaches 28 year high - remember gold goes up in value when people lose confidence in currency

Collapse of US Dollar - No bank wants to be the last one holding US Treasury Bills

When you combine our Federal deficit with the amount of foreign owned treasury bills, disproportionate trading, and nothing to back the currency (no more gold standard)... not a pretty picture for the American Empire.

I completely understand not wanting the drama of my past. I am extremely embarrassed and sorry that Julia contacted you. According to her lawyer, because we had very few common assets, the divorce should be finalized in by next week. She will not be contacting you ever again.

For the record, I hate drama. If by drama you were referring to the De Beers stuff, then I just wanted you to have a clear idea of what it is that I
am working on so that you can make an educated decision about me.

I felt chemistry between us and even if it was entirely one sided, for myself, I had to make sure that you were making a decision based upon accurate information. I know that the life I am choosing is not for everybody, but if you are wanting the same things, then I would hope that you could see beyond what ever truths or lies Julia may have shared and see me for who I am and what I am standing for... even if it leaves me alone in a room.

I would not invest my time into something that I didn't feel was important, including sharing this information with you. The website that I am developing with Gary will be bringing in revenue very soon, and in the interim I have savings that I am living from. At any time I can get a computer job paying $50k+ but money comes and goes, but time waits for no one. My window of being able to help Gary get his story told is getting smaller and smaller.

Israeli Intelligence announced that immediately following the 2008 summer Olympics in Beijing, China, Al Quida will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Venezuela, and Kuwait, which will immediately paralyze the US economy and military.

I wont send you anything else, the ball is completely in your court.

Sincerely,
Adam
just3ants.com

Sad for Adam who now at least knows better when pursuing things with Elise to start out immediately “cutting to the chase” by having “Stacked” Elise now read what I sent President Bush yesterday as well as what I am sending you right now.

Adam and I are currently operating off the same computer network so you can only imagine how much nervous you are going to be come Monday morning when I pick up once again with the office of the Israeli Defense Attaché at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC.

Of course there is much that “apprentice” Adam Tucker and me plus friends of mine not all of whom are at the highest levels of Israeli Military Intelligence, are going to accomplish between now and Monday morning including Adam appearing close to sending his entire family including one Roman uncle who received some US$2 million cash in a suitcase, providing quite the competitive advantage over his competitors in the plastic business.

Not to mention you would no doubt know but worth repeating that plastic is a significant byproduct of fossil fuel oil.

I intend in the time I have remaining to visit Harvard University and speak with students who might be as interested as your colleagues egging you on, in what caused you to be so
"deafeningly silent" to this rather revealing email I sent you on October 17th in response to your previous attempts to "play ostrich."

Suffice to say, I think you understand perfectly well why it is that your anger is misplaced.

You might find it interesting to read the 378 page deposition Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. took back on October 17th, 2002 of a one-time good human being who simply got co-opted-corrupted and who might very possibly be able to trace his “fall from grace” by having over-controlling parents who inevitably allowed him to be rude.

BTW I just completed a draft addendum to my will which will be “sum total” of the wealth I will be bequeathing to my wife’s two children that I am quite certain would help all kids to become independent thinkers from the very start rather than getting entrapped in an ongoing cycle of violence that now has the world on the very brink of World War; us all agreeing with Einstein the war after will be fought with sticks and stones leaving the equity in your pension fund and home worth exactly “pennies on the dollar” at best.

So go ahead and continue to “play business” but understand with each tick of the clock not only is that not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report I keep mentioning “taking on a life of its own” with the most senior Israeli Military Intelligence officers around the world simply smiling, saying nothing, waiting for you folks to be the first to comment and in the next instant lose everything of importance including your ability to enjoy sex since without a pot to pee in, well you get the picture; but the fact that it is principally American academics responsible for informing their students about the “heavy hand” the US played in some 40 million black South Africans having lost not only their lands and rich minerals during the brutal rule of the South African Apartheid Regime including convincing millions of black women to use permanent scarring skin lighteners; moreover you academics cannot explain what happened to all that stolen South African gold that didn’t make it in to Fort Knox but rather deposited offshore in individual depositories for each and every corrupt academic and US government official who remains deafening silent.

It might be very fair to say your contribution in increasing the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day has so far prevented your De Beers bosses from crashing the gold market; on the contrary I would argue you have helped significantly in helping bringing to the forefront why it is that those who actually have to work for a living have good reason not to have faith in both elected and non-elected government officials who make it their business when taking handouts to entrust academia, the new corrupt church with breeding stupid people such as yourself.

You will soon find your own blog on just3ants.com

-----Original Message-----
From: David P. Charles
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2007 7:32 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: Re: GODSPEED

Once again, Please take me off your stupid email list. thanks.
Interesting you think I would be offended by you, a mental midget attorney, referring to me as “brilliant”.

Thank you though, for increasing the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day although if you could also share with me who you blind copied I will reciprocate by sending you an equal sized sampling I am blind copying without however feeling the need to let you know should there be any duplicate email addresses.

BTW do you agree that it is this feeling we here in the US, conditioned to believe that we are “Anonymous”, and therefore much easier to focus on the “task” of being respectful and of course courteous to our parents, grandparents, teacher, professors, all elders in fact without much focus on first learning how to respect oneself by simply staying very quiet as a child and figuring out by asking just good questions who are the politicians such as yourself?

*It is better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt* – Proverbs.

When you talk about the “foolishness” of seeking justice in lawsuits and that they should only be entered into to recover stolen property do you ever think of your own blackened hands from the US’ South African Apartheid Regime who had no problem with Twins Pharmaceuticals selling skin lighteners to millions of Black South Africans fitting in quite nicely with the Apartheid Laws that had idiot educated US Americans focused on racism as the 3 Branches of the US Government including the US Supreme Court provided the military mite for the stealing in broad daylight of South Africa’s some 90% Black population’s highly valuable mineral resources?

When you look at yourself in the mirror do you want to vomit?
What do you really think it is newsworthy that **DEMOCRATS PLAN A SHORTER WORKWEEK IN CONGRESS**?

Are you also saying that in addition to no longer giving a shit about anything including being contrite about how painstakingly, methodically and every so patiently I had you disrobing, you now expect me without further reward to add you to my FOOLS NAMES FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES list?

While we all now wait for “things to settle”, Israeli Military Intelligence at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC patiently waiting their first ever email communiqué from me directly, I thought now would be a good time for you to make further comment on the decision by the DAAC corrupted US Congress to send some US$500 million in “aid” to the equally DAAC corrupted Mexican Government under the pretext of helping fight drugs flowing from South America to service the rather mature market here in US without very possibly some 99.99% of US American citizens realizing that such a transfer of military equipment costs the US Government not even a single penny.

Moreover, such equipment including sophisticated aircraft for tracking other US financed aircraft bringing in the much needed drugs that of course don’t touch sides with the prescription drugs, are all paid for by the enslaved masses of the world still accepting worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained DeBeers-US Dollars as payment for their goods, services and strategic minerals including gold, water, oil and uranium we steal with our worthless-fictitious DeBeers-US Dollars, without the masses of US citizens figuring to even ask where exactly have the bought members of the US Congress hidden their gold.

Not to mention, the US Congress not in the least bit representative of US workers who have not partaken in all the rich mineral resources beginning with gold shipped out of places like South Africa and Peru after DAAC controlled mining corporations mine such valuable commodities without it costing them a dime bearing in mind that such gold gets shipped wherever the DAAC controlled US Congress designate their most “safe haven” destination.

---

**From:** jpkurt@aol.com  
**Sent:** Friday, October 26, 2007 6:38 PM  
**To:** gevisser@sbcglobal.net; president@whitehouse.gov  
**Cc:** rest; mohr@tehila.gov.il; jrk@class-action-law.com; LoftusHome@cs.com; ASKDOJ@usdoj.gov; greer@jpost.com; Senator@clinton.senate.gov; ressakow@email.msn.com; president@harvard.edu; presidents.office@yale.edu; JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Stefan.Stern@ft.com; talena119@aol.com; fanmail@davematthewsband.com; xuxin49@jlonline.com; friend@oakton.edu; info@china-usa.org; scmplet@scmp.com; editorial@observer.com; edepstein@worldnet.att.net; editor@shanghaidaily.com; bondst@debeers.com; stephendcn@aol.com; mhipp@rice.edu; trilateral.valder@verizon.net; rwrincorp@aol.com; Kingdelmar@aol.com; Membership@oprah.com; oreilly@foxnews.com; rush@eibnet.com; drudge@drudgereport.com  
**Subject:** Re: Gevisser Nut Job

You are brilliant. You are right about everything. You are not insane. Take me off your list.